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Abstract. The Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of physical things, objects, or
devices. Because Fog computing is an emergency architecture for computing, storage,
control, and networking, these services can be distributed to the cloud to the end users of
the IoT. It covers both mobile and wired scenarios; hence, it can support the application
of IoT. However, to be able to provide IoT applications, a high reliable IoT platform
must be supported. However, the previous protocols for the consensus problem of distributed computing are not enough for the IoT platform combining Fog computing and
Cloud computing. In this study, the consensus problem is revisited. The new proposed
protocol, FC Consensus (FCC) protocol, can make all fault-free nodes reach consensus
with minimal rounds of message exchanges and tolerate the maximal number of allowable
faulty components in the IoT platform combining Fog computing and Cloud computing.
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1. Introduction. The IoT is based on intelligent and self-conﬁguring nodes (things)
interconnected in a dynamic and global network infrastructure. IoT facilitates new interactions among things and humans, and enables the realization of smart cities, infrastructures, and services that enhance the quality of life. IoT is generally characterized by real
world and small things with limited storage and processing capacity, and consequential
issues regarding reliability, performance, security, and privacy [1]. Since, Cloud computing has virtually unlimited capabilities in terms of storage and processing power, hence
it has most of the IoT issues at least partially solved. Therefore, the IT paradigm that
combines the two technologies of cloud and IoT can provide current and future Internet.
Cloud computing is an Internet-based computing paradigm that provides ubiquitous
and on-demand access to a shared pool of conﬁgurable resources to other computers or
devices. Although the cloud-computing paradigm is able to handle huge amounts of data
from IoT clusters, the transfer of enormous amounts of data to and from cloud computers
presents a challenge because of limited bandwidth. Consequently, the need arises to
process data near the data source, and Fog computing provides a promising solution to
this problem [2].
Fog computing is a novel trend in computing that aims to process data near the data
source. It pushes applications, services, data, computing power, and decision making
away from the centralized nodes to the logical extremes of a network. Fog computing
signiﬁcantly decreases the data volume that must be moved between end devices and
the cloud, and it enables data analytics and knowledge generation to occur at the data
source. Furthermore, the dense geographic distribution of fog helps to attain better
localized accuracy for many applications as compared to the cloud [3].
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In order to provide a high ﬂexible and reliable platform of IoT, an IoT platform combining Fog computing and Cloud computing (FC-IoT) is used in this study. Achieving
consensus on a same value in the FC-IoT even if certain transmission media (TMs) are
fallible, the protocol is required so that systems can still operate correctly. In previous
studies, the consensus algorithms were designed in traditional network topology [4-7].
Those works reach consensus underlying diﬀerent topologies respectively, including fully
connected network [4], multicasting network [5], wireless sensor network [6], and cloud
computing environment [7]. All those previous protocols are not suitable for FC-IoT
due to the diﬀerence of network topology. To enhance fault-tolerance of FC-IoT, in this
study, the consensus is revisited with the assumption of malicious faulty TMs in FC-IoT.
The proposed protocol, FC Consensus (FCC) protocol of FC-IoT, can make all faultfree nodes reach consensus with minimal rounds of message exchanges, and tolerate the
maximal number of allowable faulty TMs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will serve to introduce the
basic concepts of the consensus problem and the FC-IoT used in this study. The proposed
FCC of FC-IoT will be brought up and illustrated in detail in Section 3. An example
of executing FCC is also given in this section. Section 4 is responsible for proving the
complexity of our new protocol. Finally, Section 5 gives conclusions of this research.
2. Related Works. Before the consensus problem can be solved, two basic concepts
must be made and clearly deﬁned in advance. They are the consensus problem and the
structure of FC-IoT.
2.1. The consensus problem. In an IoT environment, a mechanism to allow a given
set of nodes to agree on a common value is necessary for reliable smart city [8]. Such
a unanimity problem was called consensus [9]. In our study, the consensus problem of
FC-IoT will be explored.
The consensus problem is deﬁned by Meyer and Pradhan [9]. The solutions of consensus
problem are deﬁned as protocols, which achieve a consensus and hope to use the minimum
number of rounds of message exchanges to achieve the maximum number of allowable
faulty capability. The deﬁnition of the problem is to make the fault-free nodes in the FCIoT reach consensus. Each node chooses an initial value to start with, and communicates
to each other by exchanging messages. The nodes are referred to make a consensus if it
satisﬁes the following conditions [9].
Consensus: All fault-free nodes agree on a common value.
Validity: If the initial value of each fault-free node ni is vi then all fault-free nodes
shall agree on the value vi .
In a consensus problem, many cases are based on the assumption of node failure [10].
Based on this assumption, a TM fault is treated as a node fault, whatever the faultfreeness of an innocent node, so an innocent node does not involve consensus [11]. The
symptom of a faulty TM can be classiﬁed into two types: dormant and malicious. A
dormant faulty TM always can be identiﬁed by the receiver if the transmitted message
was encoded appropriately before transmission. The message transmitted by the malicious
faulty TM is random or arbitrary. This is the most destructive type of failure and leads
to the most serious problems. That is, if the consensus problem can be resolved in the
case of a malicious fault, then the consensus problem can also be resolved in other failure
modes. Therefore, the consensus problem is revisited with the assumption of TM failure
on malicious faults in the FC-IoT in this study.
2.2. The network structure. In order to provide a high ﬂexible and reliable platform of
IoT, an IoT platform combining Fog computing and Cloud computing (FC-IoT) is used in
this study. The topology of FC-IoT is shown in Figure 1. There are three layers in the FCIoT: IoT sensors layer, Fog computing layer and Cloud computing layer. The IoT sensors
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Figure 1. The topology of FC-IoT
layer is composed of sensor nodes, which is responsible for sensing the data required by the
IoT application. The Fog computing layer is constructed by Fog groups; each Fog group
is composed of a large number of Fog nodes, responsible for the processing of speciﬁc
information. The Cloud computing layer is made up of many Cloud nodes, which provide
Cloud users’ services.
The FC-IoT is proposed by Fog computing, where data can be analyzed and processed
by devices in the network rather than being centralized in the Cloud computing. By
coordinating and managing the computing and storage resources at the edge of the network, more and more connected devices and the emerging needs of IoT can be processed
by the Fog computing. The Fog computing can be made as an appropriate platform for
providing the critical services and applications of IoT [3].
3. The Proposed Protocol. In this study, the consensus problem is discussed in the
FC-IoT; no delay of nodes or TMs is included in our discussion. Therefore, the nodes
executing our new protocol should receive the messages from other nodes within a predictable period of time. If the message is not received on time, the message must have
been inﬂuenced by faulty components.
There are two parts of FCC; one is main procedure and the other is procedure Consensus(vi ). The main procedure is used to get the requests for the application services
and trigger procedure Consensus(vi ) to execute. The procedure Consensus(vi ) is used
to get the Consensus value. And, there are two phases of procedure Consensus(vi ): the
message exchange phase and decision making phase. The message exchange phase is used
to collect messages from Fog nodes. Furthermore, the inﬂuence of a faulty TM can be
removed. Afterward, in the decision making phase, each fault-free Fog node uses the messages received during the message exchange phase to determine the common Consensus
value.
FCC only needs two rounds of message exchanges to solve the consensus problem. In the
message exchange phase, each node communicates with other nodes. Finally, the decision
making phase will reach consensus among the nodes. In the ﬁrst round of the message
exchange phase, each Fog node fij multicasts its initial value vi , and then receives the
initial value of other nodes. In the second round, each node fij sends the vector received
in the ﬁrst round, and constructs a matrix (MAT i , 1 ≤ i ≤ nF j ). Finally, the decision
making phase will reach consensus among the nodes. The proposed FCC is shown in
Figure 2. In the FCC, MAT i is the matrix set up at node fij for 1 ≤ i ≤ nF j . The MAJ k
and DEC i are used in procedure Consensus to determine the Consensus value. MAJ k is a
majority function that takes the majority value of the k-th row of MAT i for 1 ≤ k ≤ nF j .
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FCC
/*Main*/
1) The requests for the application services are sent to the corresponding Fog group of
Fog computing layer by IoT sensor nodes.
2) The Fog node fij receives the requests sent from sensor nodes, and the received
requests are taken as the majority.
3) The majority value is used as the initial value (vi ) of fij .
4) The Fog nodes of Fog computing layer execute procedure Consensus(vi ).
5) The Consensus value obtained from procedure Consensus(vi ) is transferred to Cloud
computing layer.
6) The Cloud nodes of Cloud computing layer get the Consensus values received from
the Fog nodes of Fog computing layer and take the majority value.
Procedure Consensus(vi )
Message Exchange Phase:
Round 1: Node fij broadcasts vi , and then receives the initial value from the other nodes
in the same group, and construct vector Vi .
Round 2: Node fij broadcasts Vi , and then receives the vectors broadcast by other nodes,
and MAT i is constructed by the following steps.
Step 1: Receive the initial value vi from node fij , for 1 ≤ i ≤ nF j .
Step 2: Construct the vector Vi = [v1 , v2 , . . ., vn ], 1 ≤ i ≤ nF j .
Step 3: Broadcast Vi to all nodes, and receive column vector Vk from node fkj ,
1 ≤ k ≤ nF j .
Step 4: Construct a MAT i (Setting the vector vk in column k for 1 ≤ k ≤ nF j ).
Decision Making Phase:
Step 1: Take the majority value of the k-th row of MAT i to MAJ k for 1 ≤ k ≤ nF j .
Step 2: Search for any MAJ k . If (∃MAJ k = ¬vi ), then DEC i := ϕ.
Step 3: Else if (∃MAJ k =?) AND (vki = vi ), then DEC i := ϕ; else DEC i := vi and
terminate.
Figure 2. The proposed FCC

Figure 3. An example of FC-IoT
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Finally, the Consensus value of each Fog node in Fog group F1 is transferred to Cloud
computing layer. In this example, the TM between f12 and Cloud computing layer, the
TM between f14 and Cloud computing layer are assumed in malicious fault. The Cloud
nodes in Cloud computing layer receive the Consensus value of each Fog node in Fog
group F1 , and the received Consensus values are taken as the majority. The majority
value is consensus value of Fog group F1 and is shown in Figure 8.
4. The Complexity of the FCC Protocol. The following theorems are used to prove
the complexity of FCC. The complexity of FCC is evaluated in terms of 1) the minimal
number of rounds of message exchanges, and 2) the maximum number of allowable faulty
components.
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Figure 4. The sensing data of each sensor node in the IoT sensors layer
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The initial value of each Fog node

The received requests sent from sensor nodes
and the majority

Figure 5. The initial value of each Fog node in Fog group F1

Figure 6. The vector received in ﬁrst round of Fog group F1
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Figure 7. Construct MAT 1 in second round and MAJ 1 of MAT 1 as decision value

Figure 8. The consensus value of each node in Cloud computing layer
Theorem 4.1. One round of message exchange cannot solve the consensus problem.
Proof: Message exchange is necessary. A node cannot derive whether or not a disagreeable value exists in other nodes without message exchanging. Therefore, the consensus
problem cannot be implemented. In addition, one round of message exchange is not
enough to solve the consensus problem. If node ni is connected with node nm by faulty
TM, node ni may not know the initial value in node nm by using only one round of message exchanges. Hence, it is possible to reach a consensus by using one round of message
exchanges.
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Theorem 4.2. The total number of allowable faulty TMs by FCC is optimal.
Proof: The total number of allowable faulty TMs by FCC can be discussed by three
parts.
1) TMs between IoT sensors layer and Fog computing layer: The number of
faulty TMs between sensing region Rj and Fog group Fj does not exceed half, and
the majority value of the sensing data can be determined. Therefore, FRF is the total
number∑
of allowable faulty TMs between IoT sensors layer and Fog computing layer.
FRF = R
j=1 fRF j where R is the total number of sensing regions and fRF j is the total
number of allowable malicious faulty TMs between sensing region Rj and Fog group
Fj . In addition, fRF j ≤ ⌊(TMRF j − 1)/2⌋ where TM RF j is the number of TMs between
sensing region Rj and Fog group Fj .
2) TMs in Fog computing layer: The number of faulty TMs in each Fog group Fj
does not exceed half, and the majority value of the Fog groups can be determined.
Therefore,
∑F FF is the total number of allowable faulty TMs in Fog computing layer.
FF = j=1 fF j where F is the total number of Fog groups and fF j is the total number
of allowable malicious faulty TMs in Fog group Fj . In addition, fF j ≤ ⌊(TMF j − 1)/2⌋
where TM F j is the number of TMs in Fog group Fj .
3) TMs between Fog computing layer and Cloud computing layer: The number
of faulty TMs between Fog group Fj and Cloud computing layer does not exceed half,
and the majority value of the consensus value can be determined. Therefore, FF C is
the total number of allowable
∑F faulty TMs between Fog computing layer and Cloud
computing layer. FF C = j=1 fF Cj where F is the total number of Fog groups and
fF Cj is the total number of allowable malicious faulty TMs between Fog group Fj and
Cloud computing layer. In addition, fF Cj ≤ ⌊(TMF Cj − 1)/2⌋ where TM F Cj is the
number of TMs between Fog group Fj and Cloud computing layer.
In short, the maximum number of allowable faulty components by FCC is Ftotal =
FRF + FF + FF C .
5. Conclusion. In this study, the consensus problem was redeﬁned by the FCC protocol
in an FC-IoT paradigm. The proposed protocol ensures that all nodes in the network
can reach a common value to cope with the inﬂuences of the faulty TMs by using the
minimum number of message exchanges, while tolerating the maximum number of faulty
TMs at any time.
Furthermore, only considering TM faults in the consensus problem is insuﬃcient for
the highly reliable FC-IoT. In the real world, not only might TMs be faulty, node might
be faulty. Therefore, our protocol will be extended to reach consensus in a generalized
case when faulty TMs or nodes exist simultaneously in the underlying FC-IoT in future
work.
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